Introduction {#sec1}
============

The reaction center (RC) of the purple photosynthetic bacterium, *Rhodobacter* (*Rb.*) *sphaeroides*, facilitates electron transfer through a series of cofactors upon light activation. The final two cofactors occupying the Q~A~ and Q~B~ sites are chemically identical ubiquinone-10 (UQ-10) molecules. However, differences in the protein environment of the quinone sites result in significantly different roles for Q~A~ and Q~B~.^[@ref1]−[@ref7]^ Although Q~B~ allows for rapid association and dissociation of quinone and quinol, Q~A~ is a tightly bound prosthetic group. Light-induced charge separation at a dimer of bacteriochlorophyll followed by electron transport through a bacteriopheophytin results in the Q~A~ semiquinone state Q~A~^--^ (SQ~A~). Q~A~ only undergoes one-electron chemistry and, upon formation of SQ~A~, quickly transfers its electron to Q~B~.

From the known structures of bacterial RCs, the C~4~ carbonyl of Q~A~ is hydrogen-bonded to N~δ~ of His-M219 (which is also a ligand of a high spin nonheme Fe^2+^), whereas the backbone peptide nitrogen (N~p~) of Ala-M260 is the H-bond donor to the C~1~ carbonyl (Figure [1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}).^[@ref6],[@ref8]^ However, available X-ray structures do not provide an unequivocal description of the quinone site, and the H-bond distances and torsional angles of the two methoxy substituents on the ubiquinone rings are quite variable across different structures.^[@ref7]^

![Interaction of SQ~A~ with His-M219 N~δ~ and Ala-M260 N~p~, which are H-bonded to carbonyl oxygens O~4~ and O~1~, respectively. The principal axes of the **g**-tensor are labeled as *X*, *Y*, and *Z*. The *g*~*X*~ axis lies along the line connecting the two oxygen atoms, which carry about half of the spin density, the *g*~*Z*~ axis is perpendicular to the molecular plane, and *g*~*Y*~ is perpendicular to both the other principal axes. The principal values of the SQ~A~**g**-tensor are *g*~*X*~ = 2.00649, *g*~*Y*~ = 2.00532, and *g*~*Z*~ = 2.00210.^[@ref9]^](jp-2014-051029_0001){#fig1}

The interaction of a bound SQ intermediate with the protein environment can be specifically revealed through the application of high-resolution EPR methods.^[@ref7],[@ref10]−[@ref13]^ Hydrogen bonding between protein nitrogens and quinone carbonyl oxygens is a typical structural motif in quinone processing sites. All of the SQs studied thus far are involved in H-bond formation with at least one nitrogen.^[@ref13]^

The H-bonds between SQ~A~ and its nitrogen donors in Zn-substituted RCs of *Rb. sphaeroides* strain R26 were characterized previously by 1D ESEEM at X (9.30 GHz) and C (7.23 GHz) microwave bands.^[@ref14],[@ref15]^ The ESEEM spectra at the two microwave frequencies showed interactions of the unpaired electron of SQ~A~ with two nitrogen nuclei in the protein. From analysis of the experimental data, tensors with ^14^N nuclear quadrupole interactions *e*^2^*qQ/h* = 1.52 MHz, η = 0.82, and *e*^2^*qQ/h* = 3.04 MHz, η = 0.66 were determined and assigned to N~δ~ of His-M219 and N~p~ of Ala-M260, respectively, on the basis of the quadrupole coupling constant *e*^2^*qQ/h*. However, the limited resolution of the 1D spectra left significant uncertainties regarding the double-quantum correlation frequencies for both nitrogens which are important for estimating the hyperfine coupling strength.

Previously, we took advantage of the increased resolution from the 2D approach, and reported preliminary X-band ^14,15^N 2D ESEEM spectra of SQ~A~.^[@ref16]^ However, a quantitative analysis of the data providing the principal values of the hyperfine and nuclear quadrupole tensors of the H-bonded nitrogens and their corresponding principal directions has yet to be performed. The lack of this information prevents an understanding of how the SQ spin density delocalizes into the protein environment and limits the usefulness of computational approaches exploring different structural models of the Q~A~ site.

In this work we supplement the X-band ^14,15^N 1D and 2D ESEEM spectra of SQ~A~ with orientation selective ESEEM and ENDOR experiments performed at Q-band (∼34 GHz) to determine the hyperfine interaction (hfi) and nuclear quadrupole interaction (nqi) tensors with the nitrogen H-bond donors His-M219 N~δ~ and Ala-M260 N~p~. The hfi and nqi coupling constants, obtained by simulating the spectra simultaneously with the same parameter set, provide insight into H-bond strength and geometry at the Q~A~ site. A comparative analysis of the nqi tensors from His-M219 N~δ~ of SQ~A~, histidine N~δ~ nitrogen donors of other semiquinone-binding proteins, and imidazole--copper complexes reveals that the protonated nitrogens of the imidazoles in these systems share similar valence electron occupancies. By adopting the Townes--Dailey model developed previously for the model copper complex imidazole nitrogens^[@ref17]^ and applying it to the semiquinones, the asymmetry parameter η is developed as an indicator of the hydrogen bond strength. The isotropic hfi coupling constant *a*(^14^N) is found to correlate remarkably well with η, and the two coupling constants are proposed as a measure of the histidine N~δ~--semiquinone H-bond strength, with support from previous computational studies as well as our own DFT calculations.

Experimental Section {#sec2}
====================

Sample Preparation {#sec2.1}
------------------

Reaction centers used in this study were isolated from a strain of *Rb. sphaeroides* expressing RCs with a histidine-tag on the M subunit.^[@ref18]^ Cells were grown under the natural abundance of ^14^N or in uniformly ^15^N-labeled media by substitution with labeled ammonium sulfate obtained from Cambridge Isotopes. To remove the broad signal arising from the magnetic coupling of the semiquinone to the high spin Fe^2+^, the iron was biochemically replaced with diamagnetic Zn^2+^ according to the procedures outlined by Utschig et al.^[@ref19]^ Argon gas was slowly blown over the samples to achieve semianaerobic conditions, after which 10 mM dithionite was added to generate SQ~A~. Samples were then promptly frozen in liquid nitrogen.

ESEEM and ENDOR Experiments {#sec2.2}
---------------------------

The instrumentation, pulse sequences, and spectral processing for X-band one-dimensional (1D) three-pulse ESEEM (π/2−τ--π/2--*T*--π/2−τ--echo) and two-dimensional (2D) four-pulse ESEEM (HYSCORE) (π/2−τ--π/2--*t*~1~--π--*t*~2~--π/2−τ--echo) were as described previously.^[@ref20]^ Q-band measurements were carried out on an Oxford CF 935 cryostat equipped with an EN 5107D2 resonator. The repetition rate for all pulse sequences was 1000 Hz. HYSCORE data sets were collected in the form of 2D time-domain patterns containing 256 × 256 points with 20 or 32 ns steps. Spectral processing of ESEEM patterns, including subtraction of the relaxation decay (fitting by 3--6 degree polynomials), apodization (Hamming), zero filling, and fast Fourier transformation (FT), was performed using the Bruker WIN-EPR software. Pulsed ENDOR spectra were acquired using the Davies (π--*t*--π/2−τ--π--τ--echo) and Mims (π/2−τ--π/2--*t*--π/2−τ--echo) sequences with a radio-frequency π-pulse inserted during the time interval *t*. The specifics of these experiments are described both in the text and in detail elsewhere.^[@ref21]^

Powder ^15^N ESEEM and ENDOR Spectra {#sec2.3}
------------------------------------

The high-resolution pulsed EPR techniques, ESEEM and ENDOR, are sensitive to interactions between the SQ and nearby magnetic nuclei of the protein, the aqueous solvent, and the quinone molecule itself. Pulsed EPR can be used to explore in detail the influence of the environment on the electronic structure of the SQ through the geometry of H-bonds and substituents, via the isotropic and anisotropic hyperfine interactions with magnetic nuclei such as ^1^H and ^15^N.^[@ref10],[@ref13]^ For a hyperfine coupled ^15^N nucleus with nuclear spin *I* = 1/2, there are only two transitions with frequencies ν~α~ and ν~β~, corresponding to the two different spin states *m*~S~ = ±1/2 of the SQ electron spin in a constant applied magnetic field. The frequencies depend on the vector sum of the applied magnetic field and the local magnetic field induced at the nucleus by the isotropic and anisotropic hyperfine interactions with the electron spin.

In this work we use X- and Q-band pulsed EPR with microwave frequencies ∼9.7 and ∼34 GHz, respectively. The X-band EPR spectrum of the SQ in frozen solutions produces a single line with unresolved g-tensor anisotropy. The spectral width is comparable to the excitation width of the microwave pulse. Therefore, pulses can be considered as giving a complete excitation of the EPR spectrum, and the ESEEM and ENDOR powder spectra exhibit nuclear frequencies from all orientations of the applied magnetic field relative to the ^15^N hfi tensor principal axes. On the other hand, at Q-band the principal components of the SQ g-tensor are partially resolved, allowing for orientation selective measurements by exciting only one section of the EPR spectrum at a time. The combined knowledge from selective (Q-band) and nonselective (X-band) methods can provide an accurate estimate of the principal values and directions of the ^15^N hfi tensor. For a powder spectrum, the frequencies of the ν~α~ and ν~β~ transitions span the range betweenwhich correspond to the perpendicular and parallel orientations of the axial hfi tensor, respectively. ν~^15^N~ is the Zeeman frequency of ^15^N in the applied magnetic field, and *A*~⊥~ = \|*a -- T*\| and *A*~\|\|~ = \|*a + 2T*\| (where *a* and *T* are the isotropic and anisotropic hyperfine coupling constants, respectively). The full axial hyperfine tensor has principal components (*a -- T*, *a -- T*, *a +* 2*T*). The principal values for a rhombic hfi tensor are defined as (*a* -- *T*(1 + δ), *a* -- *T*(1 -- δ), *a* + 2*T*) where δ is the rhombic parameter (which ranges in value from 0 to 1).

Powder HYSCORE spectra of *I* = 1/2 nuclei reveal, in the form of cross-ridges, the interdependence of ν~α~ and ν~β~ at a given orientation. For strongly isotropic couplings, the two coordinates at the maximum intensity of the cross-ridge can be used for the first-order estimate of the hyperfine coupling by taking the difference of the nuclear transitions from opposite spin manifolds (ν~α~ -- ν~β~). This method for approximating the hfi also applies for weak couplings in powder ENDOR spectra.

Powder ^14^N ESEEM Spectra {#sec2.4}
--------------------------

Because of the *I* = 1 spin and the quadrupole interactions resulting from this, a ^14^N nucleus can produce up to six lines in an ESEEM spectrum, three for each of the two electron spin manifolds *m*~S~ = ±1/2. In measurements of amorphous (powder) samples, such as the frozen suspensions of RCs used in this work, not all transitions contribute equally to the spectrum due to different orientation dependences. The ESEEM spectrum expected from ^14^N with a predominantly isotropic hyperfine coupling is governed by the ratio between the effective nuclear frequency in each manifold, ν~ef±~ = \|ν~^14^N~ ± \|*A*(^14^N)\|/2\|, and the quadrupole coupling constant (qcc), *K = e*^2^*Qq/4h*.^[@ref22],[@ref23]^

If ν~ef--~/*K* ∼ 0, i.e., ν~ef--~ ∼ 0 (the situation known as the cancellation condition, because ν~N~ ≈ *A*/2), the three nuclear frequencies of the corresponding manifold will be close to the three pure (zero-field) nuclear quadrupole resonance frequencies with ^14^N transitionsand with the energy levels defined by the principal values of the nqi tensorwhere *Q*~min~ and *Q*~max~ are the lowest and highest magnitude components, respectively. Both eq [2](#eq2){ref-type="disp-formula"} and eq [3](#eq3){ref-type="disp-formula"} are completely described by *K* and the asymmetry parameter η. These frequencies, with the property ν~+~ = ν~--~ + ν~0~, are broadened as ν~ef± ~/*K* departs from 0 but can appear in the spectrum up to a ratio of ν~ef± ~/*K* ∼ 0.75--1.^[@ref22],[@ref23]^

If ν~ef± ~/*K* \> 1, only a single line is expected, without pronounced orientation dependence from each corresponding manifold. This line is produced by a transition at the maximum frequency, which is actually a double-quantum transition between the two nuclear outer states with *m*~^14^N~ = −1 and +1. The frequency of this transition is well described by^[@ref22]^

A three-pulse ESEEM spectrum near the cancellation condition is expected to consist of four lines: three narrow lines at zero-field nqi frequencies from the manifold with ν~ef--~ ∼ 0 (eq [2](#eq2){ref-type="disp-formula"}), and one broadened double-quantum transition ν~dq+~ from the opposite manifold. Because ν~dq+~ is from the manifold not satisfying the cancellation condition, it may be too broad to observe in the three-pulse ESEEM spectrum. However, the corresponding HYSCORE spectrum will exhibit cross-peaks correlating ν~+~, ν~--~, and ν~0~ with ν~dq+~, indicating the location of ν~dq+~ even if it is not directly observed. The cross-peak contour line shapes are expected to be narrow ridges parallel to one coordinate axis and perpendicular to the other. The narrowness of the cross-peaks in one dimension over the other reflects the sharpness of lines near the cancellation condition (ν~+~, ν~--~, and ν~0~) as opposed to the nuclear transition not satisfying the cancellation condition (ν~dq+~). The total number of possible cross-peaks from one nitrogen in each quadrant is nine pairs,^[@ref24]^ but additional combination peaks can appear in multinuclear systems. These combination peaks can only exist at locations that correspond to the sum or difference of nuclear transition frequencies from different ^14^N nuclei within the same manifold. On the other hand, when the nitrogen couplings are far from the cancellation condition, the HYSCORE spectrum is expected to greatly simplify into that of a single pair of cross-peaks correlating the double-quantum transitions from opposite spin manifolds (ν~dq+~ and ν~dq--~).

Spectral Simulations {#sec2.5}
--------------------

ESEEM and ENDOR simulations were performed in the g-tensor frame of SQ~A~ with EasySpin v4.5.5 in Matlab R2013b.^[@ref25]^ The principal axes of the g-tensor (*X*, *Y*, *Z*) with respect to the molecular frame of the quinone have been defined by single-crystal EPR experiments for SQ~A~^[@ref9]^ and are shown in Figure [1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}. The orientations of the hfi and nqi tensor principal axes for N~δ~ of His-M219 and N~p~ of Ala-M260 were related to the **g**-tensor axes with Euler angles (α, β, and γ) defined by the EasySpin program (<http://www.easyspin.org>). For X-band simulations the excitation bandwidth was assumed fully excitatory, so ideal strong pulses were used.

In the case of Q-band simulations, a careful determination of the effective excitation bandwidth at each field position is important to accurately simulate the orientation selective spectra. This is done by considering the two major contributions to the excitation bandwidth as outlined by EasySpin: the broadening of the EPR spectrum and the selectivity of the microwave pulses. The EPR broadening was determined by simulating the Q-band continuous wave spectrum (Figure S1, [Supporting Information](#notes-1){ref-type="notes"}). The excitation bandwidth of the pulses was estimated by multiplying the inverse of the initial microwave π-pulse by two for Davies ENDOR. For HYSCORE, the excitation bandwidth was optimized during the simulation process.

A characteristic feature of Davies ENDOR is the suppression of small couplings. This was taken into account in our simulations by applying the weighting function^[@ref26]^which approaches zero and one for small and large values of *A*(^15^N), respectively. Note that use of a longer pulse length *t*~p~ for the first microwave π-pulse reduces the suppression of weaker couplings. Simulations were also weighted to account for the fact that our radio-frequency generator does not supply a constant power output over the frequency range 2--9 MHz, leading to artificial attenuation of the low frequency peaks. This was approximately corrected for by multiplying the simulations with a simple linear function to match the relative intensities of the low and high frequency peaks observed in the experimental spectra.

All other parameters were the same as those used in the experiments. Optimization of the parameters was done by simultaneous fitting of all spectra. Therefore, the simulation parameters were judged by their ability to reproduce all experimental spectra, as opposed to just one.

DFT Calculations {#sec2.6}
----------------

The DFT calculations were performed using the B3LYP functional. The EPR-II basis set was used for all atoms except Zn where 6-31g(d) was employed. The model for the calculations was the QM portion of the QM/MM optimized geometry, as described previously.^[@ref16]^ All calculations were performed using the ORCA electronic structure program.^[@ref27]^ For the quadrupole coupling calculations we used the default ORCA ^14^N quadrupole moment value of 0.01930 barn.

Results {#sec3}
=======

X-Band ^15^N HYSCORE {#sec3.1}
--------------------

The X-band ^15^N HYSCORE spectrum for SQ~A~ is shown in Figure [2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}. The spectrum contains features **1** and **2**, located in the (+/−) and (+/+) quadrants, which appear to be two well-resolved nitrogen couplings that satisfy the cancellation condition (ν~^15^N~ ≈ \|*A*(^15^N)\|/2). From the locations of the cross-peak maxima (−3.23, +0.37) MHz (**1**) and (+2.74, +0.33) MHz (**2**) the first-order estimates of the hyperfine couplings are 3.60 and 2.41 MHz, respectively (2.57 and 1.72 MHz when scaled to ^14^N). However, the reliability of this simple analysis is called into question by the unusual features of the spectrum. The cross-peak arcs are close to the coordinates (0, 2ν~15N~) and (2ν~15N~, 0), which, in regard to the HYSCORE intensity, correspond to a singularity for the perpendicular direction or a simple maximum for the parallel orientation of the hfi tensor.^[@ref28]^ Peaks in this region of the HYSCORE spectrum (\|ν~1(2)~\| \< 0.2 MHz) are also subject to strong suppression and broadening effects, which complicate the analysis. In Figure [2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}, the peaks exhibit a curvature not in accordance with the theoretically predicted line shape for a single *I* = 1/2 anisotropic hfi.^[@ref28]^ Overlap from multiple ^15^N couplings may explain these distortions, as simulations of features **1** and **2** as separate nitrogens failed to reproduce the relative peak intensities (as discussed in more detail later).

![Comparison of the experimental and simulated X-band ^15^N HYSCORE spectrum of SQ~A~. The spectrum is presented in stacked (left) and contour (right) modes. The dashed lines in the contour representation are defined by \|ν~1~ ± ν~2~\| = 2(ν~^15^N~). Simulation of feature **1** is shown in red (Table [1](#tbl1){ref-type="other"}). Experimental parameters: magnetic field = 345.9 mT, time between first and second pulses τ = 136 ns, microwave frequency = 9.702 GHz, temperature = 80 K.](jp-2014-051029_0002){#fig2}

Q-Band ^15^N ENDOR and HYSCORE {#sec3.2}
------------------------------

The spectral complications at X-band are likely a consequence of the cancellation condition being met for the coupled nitrogens. This can be avoided by selecting a different microwave frequency, which changes the resonant magnetic field, and consequently the nitrogen Zeeman frequency ν~^15^N~ as well, without affecting the hfi. In this work, ^15^N Davies ENDOR and HYSCORE measurements on SQ~A~ were performed at Q-band (∼34 GHz), a frequency range 3--4 times higher than X-band.

Q-band Davies ENDOR was acquired at eight evenly spaced field positions spanning *g*~*X*~, *g*~*Y*~, and *g*~*Z*~ of the field-swept two-pulse echo (Figure [3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}). The resulting orientation selective Davies ENDOR spectra in Figure [4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"} show only a single resolvable splitting with an average hyperfine coupling of ∼3.4 MHz. However, the Davies pulse sequence can lead to suppression of weaker couplings, so Mims ENDOR (which is specifically sensitive to small couplings) was performed to ensure that no features were missed in the Davies ENDOR spectrum (Figure S2, [Supporting Information](#notes-1){ref-type="notes"}). No additional peaks were observed in the Mims experiment.

![Field-swept two-pulse echo of SQ~A~ at Q-band. *g*~*Z*~ is resolved at the higher field position ∼1221 mT, whereas *g*~*X*~ and *g*~*Y*~ form an unresolved pair at ∼1219 mT. Circles mark the field positions used for Davies ENDOR measurements. Triangles mark the orientations of the external magnetic field in-plane with the *g*~*X*~/*g*~*Y*~ axes (1219.2 mT) and along the unique *g*~*Z*~ axis (1221.2 mT) used for HYSCORE measurements. Experimental parameters: π/2-pulse length = 120 ns, time between the first and second pulses τ = 500 ns, microwave frequency = 34.222 GHz, temperature = 80 K.](jp-2014-051029_0003){#fig3}

![Q-band ^15^N Davies ENDOR spectra of SQ~A~. Traces were taken at eight field positions from 1218.5 mT (bottom trace, *g*~*X*~) to 1221.3 mT (top trace, *g*~*Z*~) in steps of 0.4 mT. The experimental data are shown in blue and are overlaid by the simulations in red (Table [1](#tbl1){ref-type="other"}). Experimental parameters: microwave π/2-pulse length = 120 ns, time between first and second pulses τ = 500 ns, RF π-pulse length = 70 μs, microwave frequency = 34.222 GHz, temperature = 80 K.](jp-2014-051029_0004){#fig4}

Of the three principal components of the **g**-tensor, only *g*~*Z*~ is resolved in the field-swept echo pattern (Figure [3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}). In this case, *g*~*Z*~ is the most single-crystal-like orientation and is expected to give the narrowest peaks in comparison with measurements at other field positions. However, this is not observed in the Davies ENDOR spectrum and, instead, the field position most closely associated with *g*~*X*~ produces the narrowest line width. This suggests that the spectrum may be the overlap of multiple nitrogen peaks with couplings more similar along *g*~*X*~ than they are along *g*~*Z*~.

Q-band ^15^N HYSCORE was performed at orientations of the external magnetic field in-plane with the *g*~*X*~/*g*~*Y*~ axes and along the *g*~*Z*~ axis (Figures [3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"} and [5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}). Compared with the X-band ^15^N HYSCORE spectrum (Figure [2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}), increasing the microwave frequency to Q-band greatly simplifies the spectrum to that of a single pair of cross-peaks. The cross-peak maxima are at (3.59, 6.92) MHz in both spectra. These coordinates give a first-order estimate of the hyperfine coupling as 3.33 MHz (2.38 MHz when scaled to ^14^N).

![Comparison of the experimental and simulated Q-band ^15^N HYSCORE spectra of SQ~A~ at orientations of the external magnetic field in-plane with the *g*~*X*~/*g*~*Y*~ axes (left) and along the *g*~*Z*~ axis (right). Spectra are presented in stacked (top) and contour (bottom) modes. The dashed line in the contour representation is defined by \|ν~1~ + ν~2~\| = 2(ν~^15^N~). Simulations are shown in red (Table [1](#tbl1){ref-type="other"}). Experimental parameters: time between first and second pulses τ = 136 ns, microwave frequency = 34.217 GHz, π/2-pulse length = 28 ns, temperature = 80 K.](jp-2014-051029_0005){#fig5}

Q-Band ^15^N ENDOR and HYSCORE Simulations {#sec3.3}
------------------------------------------

The Q-band ^15^N Davies ENDOR and HYSCORE spectra were simulated under the assumption that the observed ∼3.4 MHz splitting belongs to both His-M219 N~δ~ and Ala-M260 N~p~. This is supported by previous studies showing these two nitrogens to both closely satisfy the cancellation condition.^[@ref14],[@ref15]^ Because the nitrogen couplings are unresolved in all of our ^15^N spectra, a purely experimental determination of the two hfi tensors was not possible. Therefore, the Euler angles, which define the principal axes of the hfi tensors in the SQ~A~**g**-tensor coordinate system for the two nitrogens, were generated from our ORCA calculations and fixed throughout the simulations. This is justified by the success of DFT to reproduce the experimental Euler angles for the nitrogen hfi tensors in the Q~B~ site,^[@ref29]^ as well as the excellent agreement between our simulations (using the calculated angles) and the orientation selective Davies ENDOR spectra (Figure [4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}). For an unambiguous determination of the His-M219 N~δ~ and Ala-M260 N~p~ hfi principal directions, amino acid specific ^15^N isotope labeling would be necessary.

Although some rhombicity in the hfi is expected, no substantial improvement in the simulations was observed when allowing for rhombic hfi tensors, so axial tensors (δ = 0) were assumed in order to reduce the number of parameters. This assignment of axial hfi tensors for the SQ~A~ nitrogens is supported by our DFT calculations. Furthermore, simulations of the Davies ENDOR spectra showed that neither of the nitrogen couplings can have δ \> 0.5. Without amino acid specific ^15^N isotope labeling to separate the two nitrogen contributions to the spectra, at present we can only conclude that δ is within the range 0--0.5 for both nitrogens. With the Euler angles fixed to the ORCA calculated values, only *a*(^14^N) and *T* were allowed to vary. Isotropic couplings are expected to arise from unpaired spin density transferred to the nitrogen 2s orbital. Dipole--dipole interactions with the SQ and spin density on the nitrogen p-orbitals are possible sources of anisotropic coupling. These magnetic interactions are expected to result in *a*(^14^N) and *T* having the same relative signs, so simulations were performed under this constraint.^[@ref30]^ This was also found to be the case for the nitrogen couplings in the Q~B~ site.^[@ref29]^

Simulations with the Euler angles fixed to the DFT calculated values were optimized starting from two initial conditions: one in which His-M219 N~δ~ possessed the larger of the two isotropic couplings and the other in which Ala-M260 N~p~ had the larger coupling. We found that assignment of Ala-M260 N~p~ to the higher value of *a*(^14^N) gave better agreement with the experimental Davies ENDOR spectra. Simulations were first adjusted by hand under the assumption that Ala-M260 N~p~ has the larger coupling *a*(^14^N), and then the parameters were fine-tuned by least-squares minimization. Only the higher frequency feature (∼7 MHz) was considered in the least-squares optimization (Figure [4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}). The opposite case, where His-M219 N~δ~ had the larger of the two couplings, failed to reproduce the experimentally observed narrower peak width at *g*~*X*~ than at *g*~*Z*~ (Figure S3, [Supporting Information](#notes-1){ref-type="notes"}). Therefore, Ala-M260 N~p~ was assigned as the stronger of the two nitrogen couplings. The results are summarized in Table [1](#tbl1){ref-type="other"} with all values recalculated for ^14^N.

###### Hyperfine Simulation Parameters for SQ~A~ and SQ~B~ (^15^N Data Recalculated for ^14^N) with DFT Calculated Values in Parentheses[a](#t1fn1){ref-type="table-fn"}

  quinone                                residue         *a* (MHz)[b](#t1fn2){ref-type="table-fn"}   *T* (MHz)[b](#t1fn2){ref-type="table-fn"}   δ                Euler angles[c](#t1fn3){ref-type="table-fn"}
  -------------------------------------- --------------- ------------------------------------------- ------------------------------------------- ---------------- ----------------------------------------------
  Q~A~                                   His-M219 N~δ~   2.3 (2.7)                                   0.3 (0.3)                                   0.0--0.5 (0.0)   \[−, 120°, 0°\]
                                         Ala-M260 N~p~   2.6 (1.8)                                   0.3 (0.3)                                   0.0--0.5 (0.0)   \[−, 130°, −160°\]
  Q~B~[d](#t1fn4){ref-type="table-fn"}   His-L190 N~δ~   1.3--1.4 (1.3)                              0.3--0.4 (0.3)                              0.5--0.6 (0.0)   \[60°, 110°, −10°\]
                                         Gly-L225 N~p~   0.4 (0.6)                                   0.2 (0.2)                                   0.0 (0.0)        \[−, 130°, −100°\]

Principal values of the rhombic hfi tensor: *a* -- *T*(1 + δ), *a* -- *T*(1 -- δ), *a* + 2*T*; δ ranges from 0 to 1 corresponding to axial and rhombic tensors, respectively. The signs of *a* and *T* cannot be determined in these experiments.

The errors of the coupling constants determined in this work are ±0.1 MHz.

Hfi tensors with δ = 0 only require the β and γ Euler angles for their full description, so α was set as 0 in these cases but is shown as "--".

Parameters determined in a previous work.^[@ref29]^

The X- and Q-band ^15^N HYSCORE spectra calculated with the values in Table [1](#tbl1){ref-type="other"} are shown in red in Figures [2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"} and [5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}, respectively. For the Q-band data sets, the experimental and simulated peak maxima are in excellent agreement (Table S1, [Supporting Information](#notes-1){ref-type="notes"}). However, only feature **1** of the X-band HYSCORE spectrum is reproduced (Figure [2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). Even after exploring potential combination peaks with the proton couplings and the effect of nonideal pulses, the weak intensity feature **2** was not reproduced by the simulations.

X-Band ^14^N Three-Pulse ESEEM {#sec3.4}
------------------------------

The X-band ^14^N three-pulse ESEEM spectra of SQ~A~ measured over a wide range of τ-values are shown in stacked presentation in Figure [6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}A. Two sets of ^14^N peaks satisfying the cancellation condition (ν~^14^N~ ≈ \|*A*(^14^N)\|/2) are present in the spectrum. The most intense set of features (∼0.75 MHz, 1.5 MHz) can be assigned to a nqi triplet, as in eq [2](#eq2){ref-type="disp-formula"}, under the assumption that the low frequency peak is a superposition of ν~--~ and ν~0~. When these two lines overlap, the nqi tensor is fully rhombic (principal values: −2*K*, 0, 2*K*) with an asymmetry parameter η ≈ 1. Under this condition the qcc follows the relationship ν~+~ = 4*K* = *e*^2^*qQ*/*h* = 1.5 MHz, or *K* = 0.38 MHz.

![(A) Stacked representation of the X-band ^14^N three-pulse ESEEM spectra for SQ~A~ with nqi triplets corresponding to His-M219 N~δ~ (red) and Ala-M260 N~p~ (blue) marked. The time between the first and second pulses τ was incremented from 100 to 564 ns in steps of 16 ns in successive traces. Experimental parameters: magnetic field = 345.7 mT, microwave frequency = 9.707 GHz, temperature = 80 K. (B) Contour representation of the X-band ^14^N HYSCORE spectrum of SQ~A~ with diagonal and cross-peak features marked for His-M219 N~δ~ (red) and Ala-M260 N~p~ (blue). A full 3D view of the spectrum is available in [Supporting Information](#notes-1){ref-type="notes"} (Figure S4). Experimental parameters: magnetic field = 345.7 mT, time between first and second pulses τ = 136 ns, microwave frequency = 9.704 GHz, temperature = 80 K.](jp-2014-051029_0006){#fig6}

Also resolved in the three-pulse spectrum is a second, less intense, set of peaks at (0.9, 1.8, 2.7) MHz that define *K* = 0.75 MHz and η = 0.6. The two qccs *K* = 0.38 MHz and *K* = 0.75 MHz are consistent with typical values reported for the protonated nitrogen of an imidazole ring and a peptide nitrogen, respectively. In agreement with previous observations and X-ray structures, these nitrogens can be assigned to N~δ~ of His-M219 and N~p~ of Ala-M260, respectively. The ratios of ν~ef--~/*K* calculated from the hyperfine couplings and qccs for the two nitrogens are smaller than 0.75--1, justifying the appearance of the nqi triplets (or doublet in the case of η **∼** 1) in our powder-type three-pulse spectra.^[@ref22],[@ref23]^ On the other hand, three-pulse ESEEM does not allow for a determination of the relationship between a particular set of nqi frequencies and their corresponding double-quantum transition from the opposite spin manifold (ν~dq+~) that could provide an independent estimate of the hyperfine coupling.

X- and Q-Band ^14^N HYSCORE {#sec3.5}
---------------------------

When examining spectra with complicated quadrupole features, it is often valuable to combine knowledge obtained from the complementary three-pulse ESEEM and HYSCORE techniques. HYSCORE can resolve peaks missing from three-pulse ESEEM and can correlate peaks associated with the same nucleus, whereas three-pulse spectra can provide the values for nqi transitions in a simpler, easier to identify, format. The three-pulse spectrum of SQ~A~ shows two distinct nqi triplets, indicating cancellation conditions are exactly or nearly being met. In this case it is expected that the HYSCORE spectrum will show correlations from the three nqi transitions ν~+~, ν~--~, and ν~0~ with ν~dq+~ from the opposite manifold.

The representative X-band ^14^N HYSCORE spectrum of SQ~A~ is shown in Figure [6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}B. The cancellation condition is strongly satisfied, giving rise to a spectrum of remarkable complexity compared with the simple ^14^N HYSCORE spectrum observed previously for SQ~B~ away from cancellation at X-band.^[@ref29]^ Peaks with frequencies corresponding to the nqi transitions in the three-pulse ESEEM spectrum lie along the diagonal in the (+/+) quadrant. In general, no diagonal peaks should be observed in HYSCORE. However, they often appear as a result of incomplete inversion of electron spin magnetization by the π-pulse. These frequencies are marked by red (His-M219 N~δ~) and blue (Ala-M260 N~p~) circles along the diagonal. The straight lines that are drawn from the diagonal peaks in the (+/+) quadrant pass through ridges of raised intensity located at 4--7 MHz. These straight ridges correlate the single-quantum (∼0.75 MHz) and double-quantum (1.5 MHz) peaks from His-M219 N~δ~ to the double-quantum transition in the opposite electron spin manifold (ν~dq+~). Similar features exist for Ala-M260 N~p~ in this region but are of significantly weaker intensity. This may be due to nuclear cross-suppression effects^[@ref31]^ or the typically large value of *K* for peptide nitrogens, which was found previously to suppress the peptide peaks in ^14^N spectra of SQ~B~.^[@ref29]^ Overall, the large number of cross-peaks produces an extremely congested X-band ^14^N HYSCORE spectrum, and is further complicated by the presence of combination peaks.

The complexity of the X-band ^14^N HYSCORE spectrum is largely attributable to the cancellation condition being satisfied and can be avoided by performing the experiment at a different microwave frequency. The ^14^N HYSCORE spectra measured at Q-band are presented in stacked and contour representations in Figure [7](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}. The spectra are dramatically simplified in comparison with Figure [6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}B and have a similar appearance to the X-band ^14^N HYSCORE spectrum of SQ~B~ where the nitrogen couplings are far from cancellation.^[@ref29]^ Only two pairs of cross-peaks are observed, with maxima at (10.20, 5.01) MHz (**1**) and (10.88, 5.11) MHz (**2**) at *g*~*X*~/*g*~*Y*~, and (9.95, 5.25) MHz (**1**) and (10.78, 5.20) MHz (**2**) at *g*~*Z*~. These coordinates correlate the double-quantum transitions ν~dq+~ and ν~dq--~ for each coupled nitrogen.

![Comparison of the experimental and simulated Q-band ^14^N HYSCORE spectra of SQ~A~ at orientations of the external magnetic field in-plane with the *g*~*X*~/*g*~*Y*~ axes (left) and along the *g*~*Z*~ axis (right). Spectra are presented in stacked (top) and contour (bottom) modes. Simulations are shown in red (Tables [1](#tbl1){ref-type="other"} and [2](#tbl2){ref-type="other"}). Experimental parameters: time between first and second pulses τ = 136 ns, microwave frequency = 34.112 GHz, π/2-pulse length = 28 ns, temperature = 90 K.](jp-2014-051029_0007){#fig7}

The Q-band ^14^N HYSCORE spectrum can serve as a test of our assignment of Ala-M260 N~p~ as the larger of the two nitrogen hyperfine couplings. With the values of *K* and η determined from the X-band three-pulse ESEEM spectra, ν~dq+~ can be predicted from eq [4](#eq4){ref-type="disp-formula"} for the cases where His-M219 N~δ~ or Ala-M260 N~p~ has the larger of the two *a*(^14^N) values in Table [1](#tbl1){ref-type="other"}. If His-M219 N~δ~ were to have the larger value of *a*(^14^N), then identical ν~dq+~ transitions at ∼10.2 MHz (N~δ~) and ∼10.2 MHz (N~p~) would be expected. If the larger value were to belong to Ala-M260 N~p~, then well-resolved transitions at ∼9.9 MHz (N~δ~) and ∼10.4 MHz (N~p~) should be present in the Q-band ^14^N HYSCORE spectrum. Only the latter scenario is consistent with the observed peak arrangement, and therefore His-M219 N~δ~ is assigned to **1** and Ala-M260 N~p~ to **2** in Figure [7](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}. Simulations provide further support of this assignment, with the experimental and simulated peak maxima in strong agreement (Table S2, [Supporting Information](#notes-1){ref-type="notes"}).

^14^N Three-Pulse and HYSCORE Simulations {#sec3.6}
-----------------------------------------

^14^N three-pulse ESEEM simulations were performed for eight evenly spaced values of τ. The initial values for *K* and η were determined from the analysis of Figure [6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}A under the assumption of near cancellation for both nitrogens. Simultaneous simulation alongside the Q-band ^14^N HYSCORE spectra (Figure [7](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}), as well as the ^15^N HYSCORE and ENDOR spectra, was done iteratively until a parameter set was obtained that could reproduce the general features of all of the experimental data considered.

The orientation of the principal axes of the nqi tensor with respect to the molecular frame has been discussed in detail previously for N~δ~ of His-L190 and N~p~ of Gly-L225 H-bonded to SQ~B~.^[@ref29]^ For a SQ H-bonded to the N~δ~ of a histidine, it was concluded that for weaker hydrogen bonding, *Q*~max~ will orient perpendicular to the imidazole plane, whereas for stronger H-bonds *Q*~max~ will exchange with the *Q*~mid~ direction and become parallel to the imidazole plane.^[@ref32]^ His-M219 N~δ~ of SQ~A~ (η ≈ 1) represents the special case where these two possible nqi tensor orientations are indistinguishable. In the simulations, the nqi tensor orientation was assigned on the basis of best agreement with our DFT calculations, with *Q*~max~ parallel to the imidazole plane, *Q*~mid~ perpendicular to the imidazole plane, and *Q*~min~ along the N--H bond.

The nqi tensor characteristics of the peptide nitrogen are only slightly perturbed by hydrogen bonding, as has been confirmed by theoretical works.^[@ref33]−[@ref35]^ From these calculations, it was found that the *Q*~max~ principal direction is normal to the local peptide plane, the *Q*~mid~ direction almost coincides with the C(O)--N(H) bond, and *Q*~min~ points about 30° off of the N--H bond. Our DFT calculations were in good agreement with the assigned orientations of the N~δ~ and N~p~ nqi tensors for SQ~A~ (Table [2](#tbl2){ref-type="other"} and Figures S5 and S6, [Supporting Information](#notes-1){ref-type="notes"}). The Euler angles for the His-M219 N~δ~ and Ala-M260 N~p~ nqi tensors were therefore generated from crystal structure 1DV3 and fixed throughout the simulations.

###### Nuclear Quadrupole Simulation Parameters for SQ~A~ and SQ~B~ with DFT Calculated Values in Parentheses

  nitrogen                                        *K* (MHz)[a](#t2fn1){ref-type="table-fn"}   η[a](#t2fn1){ref-type="table-fn"}   Euler angles
  ----------------------------------------------- ------------------------------------------- ----------------------------------- -------------------------------------------------
  N~δ~ His-M219                                   0.38 (0.36)                                 0.97 (0.57)                         \[−130°, 100°, −100°\] (\[−130°, 100°, −100°\])
  N~p~ Ala-M260                                   0.74 (−0.99)                                0.59 (0.45)                         \[170°, 80°, −110°\] (\[140°, 80°, −110°\])
  N~δ~ His-L190[b](#t2fn2){ref-type="table-fn"}   0.38--0.39 (0.40)                           0.69 (0.57)                         \[170°, 30°, −10°\] (\[−120°, 80°, −100°\])
  N~p~ Gly-L225[b](#t2fn2){ref-type="table-fn"}   0.74 (−0.98)                                0.45 (0.47)                         \[−120°, 60°, −160°\] (\[−160°, 60°, −160°\])

See Tables [5](#tbl5){ref-type="other"} and [6](#tbl6){ref-type="other"} for a more detailed analysis of the calculated quadrupole tensors. The errors associated with the values of *K* and η determined in this work are ±0.1 MHz and ±0.03, respectively. The sign of *K* cannot be determined in these experiments.

Parameters determined in previous work. The DFT calculated values for η were reported incorrectly previously.^[@ref29]^

A comparison of the experimental and simulated ^14^N three-pulse ESEEM spectra is shown in Figure [8](#fig8){ref-type="fig"}. The final hfi and nqi parameters optimized by simultaneous simulation of the ^14,15^N ESEEM and ^15^N ENDOR spectra, together with our DFT calculated values for SQ~A~ (and SQ~B~ for comparison), are summarized in Tables [1](#tbl1){ref-type="other"} and [2](#tbl2){ref-type="other"}. A full 3D view of the hfi tensor alignments to the molecular frame determined from DFT calculations is available in the [Supporting Information](#notes-1){ref-type="notes"} (Figure S7). The X-band ^14^N HYSCORE spectrum was not included in the simulations due to complications arising from the many combination lines, as well as the presence of intense diagonal peaks that cannot be simulated with ideal pulses.

![Comparison of the experimental (blue) and simulated (red) X-band ^14^N three-pulse ESEEM spectra of SQ~A~ (Tables [1](#tbl1){ref-type="other"} and [2](#tbl2){ref-type="other"}). τ-values chosen were evenly spaced starting from 180 ns in the bottom trace and increased in steps of 32 ns in subsequent traces. Experimental parameters: magnetic field = 345.7 mT, microwave frequency = 9.707 GHz, temperature = 80 K.](jp-2014-051029_0008){#fig8}

Discussion {#sec4}
==========

Comparison with Previous Results {#sec4.1}
--------------------------------

X-band three-pulse ^14^N ESEEM spectra of SQ~A~ were previously reported by Hoff and co-workers.^[@ref14],[@ref15]^ However, only long pulse delay times, τ ≥ 260 ns, were utilized, leaving substantial uncertainties in the measured nqi tensor parameters and estimates of the hyperfine coupling. To ensure that the data set is complete and reproducible over a large range of τ, it is valuable to create a quasi-2D ESEEM spectrum by stacking sequential τ values. This type of representation masks τ dependent suppression effects and accentuates true peaks. The three-pulse ESEEM spectra (Figure [6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}A) were accumulated at τ-values incremented in 16 ns steps starting from 100 to 564 ns (measurements were also performed with a 50 ns step size to ensure that relevant features at long times were not missed).

The spectrum is in reasonable agreement with previously published results.^[@ref14],[@ref15]^ However, in contrast to the earlier work, in which separate peaks at 0.64 and 0.85 MHz were seen, we observe a single feature centered at ∼0.75 MHz constituting the overlap of the ν~--~ and ν~0~ nqi transitions for His-M219 N~δ~. We adjusted our sample preparation according to the protocol of Spoyalov et al.,^[@ref15]^ but the resulting spectra were not significantly different from that shown in Figure [6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}A, with no splitting of the feature centered at ∼0.75 MHz. Instead, our work is in agreement with Lendzian et al., in which the ^14^N three-pulse ESEEM spectrum of SQ~A~ shows an unresolved feature at ∼0.75 MHz.^[@ref36]^

Variation in the hfi and nqi Tensors of Histidine N~δ~ Donors in Different Quinone Sites {#sec4.2}
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

In this section we perform a comparative analysis of the hfi and nqi tensor characteristics for the histidine N~δ~ H-bond donors of semiquinones in several different quinone sites. Currently available data from the literature are shown in Table [3](#tbl3){ref-type="other"}. Only nqi tensors determined from three-pulse ESEEM spectra with at least one resolvable single-quantum transition are shown, so as to consider only the most accurate determinations of η. The coupling constants listed in Table [3](#tbl3){ref-type="other"} vary within a factor of ∼3 for *a*(^14^N), a ∼25--30% range for *e*^2^*Qq/h*, and a factor of ∼2 for η.

###### hfi and nqi Coupling Constants for Histidine N~δ~ Hydrogen Bonded to Semiquinones

  quinone site            residue     *a*(^14^N) (MHz)   *e*^2^*Qq/h* (MHz)                     η                                      refs
  ----------------------- ----------- ------------------ -------------------------------------- -------------------------------------- ----------------------
  Q~A~*Rb. sphaeroides*   M219 N~δ~   2.3                1.50                                   0.97                                   this work
  Q~A~*Rp. viridis*       M217 N~δ~   ∼2                 1.51[a](#t3fn1){ref-type="table-fn"}   0.87[a](#t3fn1){ref-type="table-fn"}   ([@ref37])
  Q~A~ PSII               D214 N~δ~   1.67--1.9          1.47--1.58                             0.71--0.78                             ([@ref30], [@ref38])
  Q~B~*Rb. sphaeroides*   L190 N~δ~   1.3--1.4           1.50--1.54                             0.69                                   ([@ref29])
  Q~D~ NarGHI             C66 N~δ~    0.8                1.96                                   0.5                                    ([@ref39])

We have reanalyzed the spectra on the basis of the assigned peak positions.

The relationship between the values in Table [3](#tbl3){ref-type="other"} and the quinone site geometry was investigated using available crystal structures. In this work, we adopt the same in-plane and out-of-plane angle definitions introduced by Fritscher (Figure S8, [Supporting Information](#notes-1){ref-type="notes"}).^[@ref32]^ The N···O distance and the in-plane (θ) and out-of-plane (ϕ) angles describing the position of the carbonyl oxygen with respect to the histidine N~δ~ were estimated from the crystal structures and are listed in Table [4](#tbl4){ref-type="other"}. The quinone site geometry is very similar across all X-ray structures considered, although small differences are observed for the Q~D~ site from NarGHI, a nitrate reductase from *E. coli*. However, the NarGHI structure is in complex with inhibitor pentachlorophenol rather than the native menaquinone-8, which is a "quinol-like" structure and likely a poor representation of the bound SQ state. Nevertheless, no clear correlation is found between the geometrical parameters listed in Table [4](#tbl4){ref-type="other"} and the values *a*(^14^N) and η in Table [3](#tbl3){ref-type="other"}.

###### Geometry of the Histidine N~δ~ with Respect to the SQ in Available Crystal Structures

  quinone site                                           quinone                                number of structures   N···O distance (Å)   in-plane angle θ (deg)[a](#t4fn1){ref-type="table-fn"}   out-of-plane angle ϕ (deg)[a](#t4fn1){ref-type="table-fn"}
  ------------------------------------------------------ -------------------------------------- ---------------------- -------------------- -------------------------------------------------------- ------------------------------------------------------------
  Q~A~*Rb. sphaeroides*                                  UQ-10                                  47                     2.80 ± 0.15          --3 ± 4                                                  --3 ± 10
  Q~A~*Rp. viridis*                                      MQ-9                                   14                     2.84 ± 0.12          --5 ± 3                                                  2 ± 7
  Q~A~ PSII *vulcanus*[b](#t4fn2){ref-type="table-fn"}   PQ-9                                   4                      2.71 ± 0.09          --2 ± 6                                                  --12 ± 1
  Q~B~*Rb. sphaeroides*                                  UQ-10                                  20                     2.69 ± 0.21          --9 ± 7                                                  --5 ± 8
  Q~D~ NarGHI                                            MQ-8[c](#t4fn3){ref-type="table-fn"}   1                      2.84                 26                                                       --19

Angle definitions for θ and ϕ are provided in the [Supporting Information](#notes-1){ref-type="notes"} (Figure S8).

Distances and angles reported for PSII are from *Thermosynechococcus vulcanus*, whereas the corresponding ESEEM data in Table [3](#tbl3){ref-type="other"} are for RCs isolated from spinach.

The crystal structure is in complex with inhibitor pentachlorophenol instead of menaquinone-8, so the hydroxyl group of PCP was used for the distance and angle measurements.

The nqi characteristics for imidazole N~δ~ and N~ε~ have been extensively studied in several series of similar compounds with specifically varying characteristics. For the amine N~δ~ and the imine N~ε~ coordinating the metal in zinc, cadmium, and copper imidazole model compounds and copper proteins, a pronounced linear correlation between *h*/*e*^2^*qQ* and η has been found. The slopes of these correlations vary within a narrow range ∼0.34 ± 0.05 MHz^--1^.^[@ref17],[@ref40]^

An explanation of the linear dependence of *h*/*e*^2^*qQ* vs η was developed in the context of the Townes--Dailey model,^[@ref41]^ on the basis of a consideration of the electron population of the bonding orbitals of the nitrogen by p electrons. This analysis assumes that the geometry of the nitrogen molecular environment does not change between different systems, and this is likely true within the same class of compounds. However, significant deviations from linearity have been reported for some compounds, and in one case have been assigned to external influences on the distal amine nitrogen, in particular due to hydrogen bonds.^[@ref40]^

The dependence observed between *h/e*^2^*qQ* and η is reproduced in Figure [9](#fig9){ref-type="fig"} for copper diene-substituted imidazole model compounds and copper proteins.^[@ref17]^ Also shown are the histidine-N~δ~ qccs for the semiquinones from Table [3](#tbl3){ref-type="other"}, which are confined to the same area as that of the copper complexes.

![Dependence of *h/e*^2^*qQ* on η for available semiquinone (Table [3](#tbl3){ref-type="other"}) and copper complex data. The data for copper diene-substituted imidazole model compounds (blue) and copper proteins (green) are shown as circles. The histidine N~δ~ data for the semiquinones are shown as red diamonds.](jp-2014-051029_0009){#fig9}

Fritscher explored computationally the changes in *e*^2^*qQ/h* and η of the N~δ~ nitrogen as a function of H-bond geometry using methylimidazole--benzosemiquinone as a model system.^[@ref32]^ A variety of different conformations of the semiquinone with respect to the imidazole were tested. Rotation of the semiquinone about its axis defined by the carbonyl oxygens had essentially no effect on the nqi tensor, and changes to the in-plane (θ) and out-of-plane (ϕ) angles describing the orientation of the carbonyl oxygen with respect to N~δ~ only amounted to changes in η up to 0.1. Because θ and ϕ in Table [4](#tbl4){ref-type="other"} are generally well-conserved across the crystal structures considered, variations in these angles cannot explain the wide range in η for the semiquinones listed in Table [3](#tbl3){ref-type="other"}.

Though the relative orientations of methylimidazole and benzosemiquinone had little impact on the N~δ~ nqi tensor, Fritscher found the hydrogen bond length to have a dramatic effect on η (Figure S9, [Supporting Information](#notes-1){ref-type="notes"}).^[@ref32]^ Shortening the N···O distance from 3.25 to 2.75 Å resulted in an increase in η from 0.17 to 0.61. This corresponds to a decrease in magnitude of the *Q*~max~ tensor component oriented perpendicular to the imidazole plane, coupled to an increase in the *Q*~mid~ component lying in-plane with the imidazole ring. Between 2.75 and 2.50 Å, η reaches its maximum value of 1, where \|*Q*~mid~\| = \|*Q*~max~\| by definition (eq [3](#eq3){ref-type="disp-formula"}). A further shortening of the H-bond led to a situation where the component perpendicular to the imidazole plane was no longer largest in magnitude, resulting in a reorientation of the nqi tensor with *Q*~max~ in-plane with the imidazole ring. Under this new definition of the nqi tensor, *η decreased* in response to further shortening of the H-bond, resulting in η = 0.72 at 2.50 Å. The total change in η from shortening the N···O distance from 3.25 Å (η = 0.17) to 2.50 Å (η = 0.72) can be calculated as (1 -- 0.17) + (1 -- 0.72) = 1.11 (when taking into account that η passes through 1, see Figure S9, [Supporting Information](#notes-1){ref-type="notes"}). This analysis shows that the range of η in Table [3](#tbl3){ref-type="other"} is very likely accounted for by differences in H-bond length, and not by variations in θ or ϕ (Table [4](#tbl4){ref-type="other"}). The fact that η is selectively sensitive to the histidine N~δ~--semiquinone N···O distance makes it promising as a molecular ruler of the H-bond length. However, the N~δ~ nqi tensor orientations for the semiquinones must first be known before η can be taken full advantage of.

For His-M219 N~δ~ of SQ~A~ in *Rb. sphaeroides*, η ≈ 1, corresponding to the special case where either nqi tensor definition described above is appropriate. However, η is significantly less than 1 for the other semiquinone data in Table [3](#tbl3){ref-type="other"}, so the tensor orientations for these N~δ~ nitrogens must be determined explicitly. In our previous work on SQ~B~, we found that simulations with *Q*~max~ oriented either in-plane or perpendicular to the imidazole ring fit the ^14^N ESEEM spectra equally well, preventing an unambiguous assignment of the nqi tensor orientation.^[@ref29]^ In the present work, the nqi tensor orientations for the semiquinone data in Table [3](#tbl3){ref-type="other"} are determined from a comparative analysis of the asymmetry parameter η and the isotropic hyperfine constant *a*(^14^N) for each histidine N~δ~ nitrogen.

The isotropic hyperfine constant *a*(^14^N) for the histidine N~δ~ nitrogens from Table [3](#tbl3){ref-type="other"} is plotted as a function of η in Figure [10](#fig10){ref-type="fig"}. A remarkably good linear correlation is observed for all quinone sites considered. A larger hyperfine coupling (indicative of a stronger hydrogen bond) is found to correlate with a larger value of η. Because His-M219 N~δ~ of SQ~A~ (*Rb. sphaeroides*) has the largest value of *a*(^14^N), the other semiquinones are likely engaged in weaker hydrogen bonding with the histidine. Therefore, the nqi tensors for the other semiquinone data in Table [3](#tbl3){ref-type="other"} can be assigned as having *Q*~max~ oriented perpendicular to the imidazole plane, in accordance with the calculations of Fritscher described above.^[@ref32]^ This nqi tensor orientation is consistent with that determined previously for the copper diene-substituted imidazole model compounds and copper proteins (plotted alongside the semiquinone data in Figure [9](#fig9){ref-type="fig"}).^[@ref17]^

![Correlation between *a*(^14^N) and η for the semiquinone N~δ~ data in Table [3](#tbl3){ref-type="other"}: (1) Q~A~*Rb. sphaeroides*; (2) Q~A~*Rp. viridis*; (3) Q~A~ PSII; (4) Q~B~*Rb. sphaeroides*; (5) Q~D~ NarGHI. The linear fit to the N~δ~ data (dashed line) is described by *a*(^14^N) = 3.23η -- 0.74 (MHz).](jp-2014-051029_0010){#fig10}

The strong correlation between *a*(^14^N) and η in Figure [10](#fig10){ref-type="fig"} is unexpected, as the hyperfine coupling is sensitive to both the relative orientation and H-bond distance of the histidine N~δ~--semiquinone couple. The nitrogen hyperfine coupling was calculated by Konstantinos et al.^[@ref42]^ on the methylimidazole--benzosemiquinone model system as a function of angular perturbations (such as rotation of the semiquinone about its *g*~*X*~ axis and changes to the out-of-plane angle ϕ), and changes to the H-bond distance (where a decrease in the O···H distance from ∼3 to ∼2 Å resulted in an approximately linear increase in spin transfer to the coupled nitrogen). All geometrical perturbations were found to have a significant impact on the isotropic coupling and were more than sufficient to cover the range of values listed in Table [3](#tbl3){ref-type="other"}.^[@ref42]^ Therefore, we attribute the remarkably good correlation observed between *a*(^14^N) and η in Figure [10](#fig10){ref-type="fig"} to a well-conserved binding geometry of the semiquinones with their histidine N~δ~ H-bond donors in the quinone sites considered. A similar conformation of the SQs in the quinone sites of the homologous reaction center proteins is not unexpected (Table [4](#tbl4){ref-type="other"}). However, a similar binding geometry is also implicated for the nitrate reductase NarGHI, which shares no homology with the other proteins. This suggests the existence of a more generally conserved histidine N~δ~--semiquinone H-bond motif in Nature. Thus, *a*(^14^N), like η, may also be a good indicator of the hydrogen bond distance (and strength) when all other aspects of the relative geometry between the semiquinone and the histidine remain the same. Figure [10](#fig10){ref-type="fig"} can thus act as a molecular ruler to estimate the relative histidine N~δ~--semiquinone H-bond strengths for the available semiquinone data, where a higher value of *a*(^14^N) or η corresponds to a stronger hydrogen bond. This trend is consistent with the relative anisotropic coupling constants (*T*) determined for the histidine N~δ~ H-bond proton couplings for the Q~A~ and Q~B~ semiquinones from *Rb. sphaeroides* previously.^[@ref16]^ The empirical relationship is also in agreement with observed changes in the nqi tensor as a function of N--H bond distance (determined from neutron diffraction data) in a series of model imidazole and histidine compounds.^[@ref43]^

DFT Modeling of the Histidine and Peptide Nitrogen nqi Tensors {#sec4.3}
--------------------------------------------------------------

A more detailed analysis of the DFT calculated nqi tensors for our Q~A~ site model allows us to probe more deeply into the electronic structure around the ^14^N nucleus, in particular focusing on changes occurring as a result of hydrogen bonding. In Table [5](#tbl5){ref-type="other"} we compare the calculated nqi tensor principal values for N~δ~ of the four histidines ligated to the Zn^2+^ ion in metal-exchanged RCs.

###### Calculated nqi Tensors and NH Bond Lengths for N~δ~ in the Histidine Ligands of the Zn^2+^ Ion

                                                  *Q*~p~ (MHz)[a](#t5fn1){ref-type="table-fn"}   *Q*~NH~ (MHz)[b](#t5fn2){ref-type="table-fn"}   *Q*~pl~ (MHz)[c](#t5fn3){ref-type="table-fn"}   η      NH (Å)
  ----------------------------------------------- ---------------------------------------------- ----------------------------------------------- ----------------------------------------------- ------ --------
  His-M219 N~δ~[d](#t5fn4){ref-type="table-fn"}   --1.14                                         --0.32                                          1.45                                            0.57   1.05
  His-M266 N~δ~                                   --2.36                                         1.41                                            0.95                                            0.19   1.00
  His-L190 N~δ~                                   --2.32                                         1.45                                            0.86                                            0.25   1.01
  His-L230 N~δ~                                   --2.32                                         1.45                                            0.86                                            0.25   1.01

nqi tensor component perpendicular to the imidazole ring plane.

nqi tensor component along the NH bond.

nqi tensor component orthogonal to *Q*~p~ and *Q*~NH~ and in-plane with the imidazole ring (see caption of Figure S9 ([Supporting Information](#notes-1){ref-type="notes"}) for more details).

The optimized N···O distance from the histidine N~δ~ nitrogen to the semiquinone carbonyl oxygen was 2.7 Å

In the computational model used, the protonated N~δ~ on His-M219 is involved in hydrogen bond donation to SQ~A~, whereas the other three histidine residues are not H-bonded. Table [5](#tbl5){ref-type="other"} shows that for the three histidine ligands without any hydrogen bonding, the nqi values are all very similar, with the largest magnitude (negative) component perpendicular to the imidazole plane, *Q*~p~. The other two principal values are positive with the larger component along the N--H bond, *Q*~NH~. This is illustrated graphically in Figure [11](#fig11){ref-type="fig"}a for His-L230. Identical plots are obtained for N~δ~ of histidines L190 and M266.

![Polar plots of the calculated nqi tensors for N~δ~ in the imidazole groups of (a) His-L230 and (b) His-M219. The nqi tensor is plotted as a surface map showing the sign and symmetry visually, with red representing negative and green representing positive principal values; see ref ([@ref44]) for further details of this representation of tensors.](jp-2014-051029_0011){#fig11}

Hydrogen bond formation of the semiquinone anion radical with N~δ~ of His-M219 leads to a significant lengthening of the N--H bond. This causes an approximate halving in the magnitude of *Q*~p~, *Q*~NH~ to become opposite in sign, and the in-plane component *Q*~pl~ to almost double in magnitude. *Q*~pl~ is now the largest magnitude principal value. The graphical representation in Figure [11](#fig11){ref-type="fig"}b clearly demonstrates these effects on the nqi tensor components and, in particular, the dramatic reduction in magnitude of *Q*~NH~ caused by the hydrogen bond to SQ~A~. A straightforward interpretation is that the polarization of the N--H bond upon hydrogen bond formation leads to an increased electron density in its sp^2^ hybrid orbital. This interpretation is in agreement with the trends observed for the electron occupancies of the nitrogen sp^2^- and p-orbitals as a function of H-bond strength found for copper diene-substituted imidazole model compounds and [l]{.smallcaps}-histidine hydrochloride monohydrate.^[@ref17],[@ref45]^ The increased electron density along N--H leads to a more negative contribution to *Q*~NH~ while at the same time producing a positive contribution to both *Q*~p~ and *Q*~pl~. The increased s unpaired electron spin density at the N~δ~ nucleus also promotes a stronger isotropic hyperfine coupling.

In Table [5](#tbl5){ref-type="other"}, the calculated η values for each residue are also given and show the sensitivity of η to hydrogen bonding. The experimentally determined η = 0.97 for M219 N~δ~ is considerably larger than the calculated value given in Table [5](#tbl5){ref-type="other"}. This suggests that one principal component is near zero with the other two similar in magnitude but opposite in sign. On the basis of the effect of hydrogen bonding demonstrated in Table [5](#tbl5){ref-type="other"}, this most likely arises from the *Q*~NH~ component being near zero. Therefore, our model calculation may overestimate the strength of hydrogen bonding resulting in a more negative contribution to *Q*~NH~ than occurs in the real system.

We have performed a similar analysis of the Ala-M260 peptide N~p~ group. The nqi principal values are presented in Table [6](#tbl6){ref-type="other"}, where they are compared with the neighboring N~p~ groups, which are not hydrogen bonded in the model used. Polar plot representations are provided in the [Supporting Information](#notes-1){ref-type="notes"} (Figure S10).

###### Calculated nqi Tensors and NH Bond Lengths for the Peptide Nitrogens near Ala-M260 N~p~

                                                  *Q*~p~ (MHz)[a](#t6fn1){ref-type="table-fn"}   *Q*~NH~ (MHz)[b](#t6fn2){ref-type="table-fn"}   *Q*~pl~ (MHz)[c](#t6fn3){ref-type="table-fn"}   η      NH (Å)
  ----------------------------------------------- ---------------------------------------------- ----------------------------------------------- ----------------------------------------------- ------ --------
  Ala-M260 N~p~[d](#t6fn4){ref-type="table-fn"}   --3.95                                         1.09                                            2.86                                            0.45   1.02
  Asn-M259 N~p~                                   --4.09                                         1.82                                            2.32                                            0.12   1.01
  Thr-M261 N~p~                                   --4.59                                         2.04                                            2.54                                            0.11   1.01

nqi tensor component perpendicular to the peptide C--N--C plane.

nqi tensor component along the NH bond.

nqi tensor component orthogonal to *Q*~p~ and *Q*~NH~.

The optimized N···O distance from the peptide nitrogen to the semiquinone carbonyl oxygen was 2.8 Å

For all the peptide N~p~ groups, the nqi principal component with the largest (negative) magnitude is perpendicular to the peptide C--N--C plane, *Q*~p~. The most notable change upon hydrogen bond formation between SQ~A~ and Ala-M260 is a decrease in *Q*~NH~. This can again be explained by a polarization of the nitrogen sp^2^ hybrid orbital along the direction of the hydrogen bond, but the calculations indicate a much smaller perturbation of the electronic environment of N~p~ compared with that of the histidine N~δ~. The asymmetry parameter η is again predicted to increase significantly upon hydrogen bond formation, but the increase in N--H bond length caused by hydrogen bonding is less than for the histidine N~δ~. This analysis is in agreement with the relative hyperfine couplings and asymmetry parameters determined experimentally for the coupled peptide nitrogens of SQ~A~ and SQ~B~ in Tables [1](#tbl1){ref-type="other"} and [2](#tbl2){ref-type="other"}. Of the two peptide nitrogens, Ala-M260 N~p~ has the larger value of *a*(^14^N) (Table [1](#tbl1){ref-type="other"}). This is consistent with the larger value of η for this nitrogen (Table [2](#tbl2){ref-type="other"}), indicating SQ~A~ to have the stronger peptide hydrogen bond than SQ~B~.

Conclusion {#sec5}
==========

X- and Q-band ^14,15^N ESEEM and ^15^N ENDOR were performed on the Q~A~ site of bacterial RCs to characterize the hfi and nqi between SQ~A~ and its two hydrogen bond donors, His-M219 N~δ~ and Ala-M260 N~p~. Our analysis provides a significant improvement over the ^14^N hyperfine coupling constants 1.8 and 1.1 MHz estimated previously for His-M219 N~δ~ and Ala-M260 N~p~ by Spoyalov et al.,^[@ref15]^ which were based on an assignment of the double-quantum transition (ν~dq+~) in their three-pulse ESEEM spectra that is not supported by the present work. This highlights the importance of utilizing 2D correlation spectroscopies for an accurate determination of ν~dq+~ when hyperfine couplings are estimated.

Despite the stronger hydrogen bond to His-M219 N~δ~ (as established by atom-specific ^13^C labeling of the ubiquinone molecule acting as Q~A~ and modeling of the SQ~A~ spin density distribution),^[@ref10],[@ref16]^ we find Ala-M260 N~p~ to have the larger of the two nitrogen hyperfine couplings. This was not predicted by our DFT calculations, which assigned a greater value of *a*(^14^N) to the stronger H-bond donor His-M219 N~δ~. The same trend in relative nitrogen coupling strengths is observed in the Q~A~ site of cyanide-treated PSII, where the peptide nitrogen was found to have a larger coupling than that of the histidine H-bond donor.^[@ref30]^ On this basis, it was concluded that the peptide nitrogen provides the stronger of the two hydrogen bonds to the semiquinone.^[@ref46]^ However, our results show that the nitrogen couplings for His-M219 N~δ~ and Ala-M260 N~p~ do not reflect their relative H-bond strengths. Also, DFT calculations on the plastosemiquinone anion radical in PSII found the histidine N~δ~ to be the stronger of the two H-bond donors.^[@ref47]^ Therefore, the previous assignments of the hydrogen bond proton couplings for SQ~A~ in PSII are not unambiguous.^[@ref46]^

From a comparative analysis of available nqi data for several semiquinone species and for copper complexes,^[@ref17]^ we find that the protonated imidazole nitrogens of these systems share similar valence orbital occupancies. By adopting the Townes--Dailey model used previously for the copper complexes, we propose *a*(^14^N) and η can serve as a molecular ruler of the histidine N~δ~--semiquinone hydrogen bond strength for systems in which all other aspects of the SQ binding conformation are similar. This conclusion is supported by computational works on model methylimidazole-benzosemiquinone systems,^[@ref32],[@ref42]^ as well as our own DFT calculations. The empirical relationships determined here can be used to accurately predict the relative H-bond strengths in semiquinone proteins from a simple analysis of the hfi and nqi tensor parameters and will provide an important structural characterization tool for future pulsed EPR studies on histidine N~δ~--semiquinone hydrogen bonding interactions.

Tables S1 and S2, simulated and experimental peak maxima of Q-band ^14,15^N HYSCORE. Figure S1, simulation of the Q-band CW spectrum for estimating the contribution of EPR broadening to the excitation bandwidth. Figure S2, Q-band ^15^N Mims ENDOR spectrum of SQ~A~. Figure S3, additional Q-band ^15^N Davies ENDOR simulations of SQ~A~. Figure S4, X-band ^14^N HYSCORE spectrum of SQ~A~ in stacked presentation. Figures S5--S7, orientation of hfi and nqi tensors for His-M219 N~δ~ and Ala-M260 N~p~. Figure S8, definition of in-plane (θ) and out-of-plane (ϕ) angles describing the position of the semiquinone carbonyl oxygen with respect to the histidine N~δ~. Figure S9, calculated dependence of η on the N···O hydrogen bond distance. Figure S10, polar plot of the calculated nqi tensor for peptide NH. This material is available free of charge via the Internet at <http://pubs.acs.org>.
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